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Abstract
Descriptions of the changeable, striking colors associated with secreted natural products date back 
well over a century. These molecules can serve as extracellular electron shuttles (EESs) that permit 
microbes to access substrates at a distance. In this review, we argue that the colorful world of EESs 
has been too long neglected. Rather than simply serving as a diagnostic attribute of a particular 
microbial strain, redox-active natural products likely play fundamental, underappreciated roles in 
the biology of their producers, particularly those that inhabit biofilms. Here, we describe the 
chemical diversity and potential distribution of EES producers and users, discuss the costs 
associated with their biosynthesis, and critically evaluate strategies for their economical usage. We 
hope this review will inspire efforts to identify and explore the importance of EES cycling by a 
wide range of microorganisms so that their contributions to shaping microbial communities can be 
better assessed and exploited.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The microbial world is nothing if not colorful. Microbes are colorful figuratively in that they 
accomplish stunning metabolic feats, which are increasingly being recognized for their 
important roles in promoting human health (57, 117) and shaping the composition of the 
atmosphere, lithosphere, and hydrosphere (59) and for their biotechnological potential (72), 
to list only a few examples. Microbes are colorful literally in that they produce a spectacular 
range of pigments, representing every hue of the rainbow. This latter aspect of microbial 
identity is often the first thing one notices about a strain when it is streaked upon a plate, 
whether its pigments are tightly associated with its colonies or rapidly diffuse away (Figure 
1). Flipping through Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology (42), one can find 
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numerous examples of organisms that have been named after the colors they produce, for 
example, Pseudomonas aeruginosa (“rusted copper”; i.e., greenish-blue) (129), 
Pseudoalteromonas luteoviolacea (“yellow-violet”) (43), and Streptomyces coelicolor 
(“heavenly color”; Figure 2b) (19); yet the biological functions of these defining pigments 
are seldom discussed. Both old (39) and emerging (48, 55, 93) evidence, however, suggests 
that literal colorfulness may underpin figurative colorfulness, particularly when the pigment 
in question has the property of changing color.
Color changes are often indicative of redox reactions, and the redox properties of many 
colorful excreted metabolites confer upon them rich potential (bio)chemical reactivity. Such 
reactivity, when combined with the metabolites’ ability to cycle in and out of the cells that 
produce them, permits these molecules to serve as extracellular electron shuttles (EESs). 
Although we use the word extracellular to draw attention to the fact that these metabolites 
can leave the cell in their reduced state to transfer electrons to a distant extracellular oxidant, 
it is equally important to the definition of microbial electron shuttles that they can return to 
the cell in the oxidized state, whereupon they are re-reduced (Figure 2a). It is the cycling of 
EESs and their facilitation of electron transfer both within and without the cell that 
underpins their important physiological functions. Several years ago, we made a distinction 
between two types of EESs, classifying them according to whether microorganisms produce 
them (endogenous) or whether they are already present in an environment (exogenous) (55). 
Endogenous EESs, for example, include microbial metabolites that are often considered to 
be redox-active antibiotics (93); exogenous EESs include humic substances, a chemically 
heterogeneous fraction of organic compounds that derive from the degradation of microbial 
and plant matter (15, 61, 98). Though pigmented proteins, such as cytochromes, can also be 
involved in extracellular electron transfer, for the purpose of this review, we restrict our 
focus to nonproteinaceous natural products.
EESs are particularly relevant to situations where microbes have limited access to a critical 
substrate. For example, an electron acceptor for catabolism might be poorly soluble, as is the 
case for minerals in many groundwater and sedimentary systems or electrodes in biofuel 
applications. Alternatively, the substrate might be locally depleted due to rapid consumption 
by other cells, outpacing its diffusion, as is the case for oxygen in biofilms, be they on the 
surface of a corroding steel pipeline or in the mucus-filled lungs of an individual living with 
cystic fibrosis (22, 68, 111, 125). Finally, the substrate might be utilized by another 
organism in an intimate syntrophic partnership, requiring the passage of electrons between 
different cell types to catalyze an important biogeochemical reaction, such as the anaerobic 
oxidation of methane achieved by mixed archaeal-bacterial aggregates (76, 101). In each of 
these cases, extracellular electron transfer permits the microbes at a distance from the 
terminal electron acceptor to remain metabolically active.
Cycling of EESs represents a strategy whereby microbes can facilitate extracellular electron 
transfer but is by no means the only one. Over the past three decades, investigations into 
how organisms transfer electrons to or from minerals have revealed that many possess outer-
membrane cytochromes that are critically important for these processes (105). Whether 
and/or how electrons traverse through nanowires, cables, or some type of extracellular 
matrix is still being debated (74, 86, 114, 127). We simply note that in some organisms, such 
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as the mineral-reducing bacteria Shewanella and Geobacter species, the proteinaceous 
machinery that is required for extracellular electron transfer can interact with and reduce 
EESs of different types (16, 66, 71, 109, 116). Thus, it is important to be mindful of the 
potential involvement of EESs in any context where extracellular electron transfer matters, 
be it the soil of the rhizosphere or the inflamed tissues of chronic infections. Moreover, due 
to their versatile redox activity, EESs can play other important biological roles, such as 
serving as signaling molecules and promoting iron acquisition (31, 54, 93, 121).
In this review, we focus our discussion primarily on colorful, endogenous EESs, drawing 
upon our experience studying phenazines produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa (20, 21, 30–
33, 45, 46, 54, 55, 58, 93–95, 115, 119–121) (Figure 2c). We use phenazines for illustrative 
purposes only to pique the reader’s curiosity about what other molecules may have similar 
physiological functions. We critically discuss costs of EES biosynthesis, as well as 
bioenergetic concerns related to the cell biology of EES reduction and potential loss to the 
environment. Underpinning this review is the conviction that recent advances in mass 
spectrometry, imaging, and sequencing have the potential to enable dramatic progress in 
understanding the importance of endogenous EESs across diverse microbial systems.
2. DIVERSITY OF ENDOGENOUS EESs AND ORGANISMS
How many endogenous EESs exist in nature and which organisms produce them? We are 
only at the threshold of being able to answer these questions. The two best-characterized 
EES-producing organisms are P. aeruginosa and Shewanella oneidensis, known for their use 
of phenazines and flavins, respectively (13, 45, 66, 75, 119). Other putative EES-producing 
organisms, for example, Lactococcus lactis, Sphingomonas xenophaga, and Klebsiella 
pneumonia, are reported to utilize quinone shuttles (27, 38, 63, 83, 85) (Table 1). A few 
other observations in the literature hint at the production of EESs by diverse organisms, 
including Geothrix and Geobacter species (11, 116), yet in most cases, the molecular nature 
of the putative EESs is unknown. Although many secreted redox-active natural products, 
such as indigoidine, have been well known for decades, only recently have their 
physiological functions begun to be explored (24). Because these types of natural products 
are genetically encoded in biosynthetic clusters, bioinformatic analysis predicts that EES 
production by microorganisms may be extensive (Figure 3). In this section, we discuss the 
chemical diversity and potential distribution of EES producers and users as predicted by 
current bioinformatics platforms. We emphasize that these are predictions that must be 
validated experimentally (see the sidebar titled How to Characterize a Putative EES).
2.1. Chemical Diversity of EESs
Much like their intracellular cousins [e.g., NAD(P)H, FAD, and quinones], EESs are 
distinguished by the presence of conjugated bonds, often in the form of heterocyclic 
aromatic rings. It is this system of conjugated bonds that confers color upon EESs. 
Generally, conjugated bonds are also the molecular origin of an electron shuttle’s redox 
activity, as double bonds can be chemically reduced and rearranged at biologically 
accessible reduction potentials. Rearrangement of the conjugated bond system necessarily 
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entails a change in the molecule’s absorption spectrum, and so a shuttle’s redox activity is 
inextricably linked to its vibrant and interconvertible colors (Figure 2c).
Unlike intracellular redox-active metabolites, the endogenous EESs described in the 
literature to date generally lack modifications such as adenylation or lipidation. Instead, they 
can be decorated with functional groups (e.g., amines, carboxylic acids, amides) that tune 
physical and chemical properties such as the reduction potential, charge state, or solubility. 
Advances in mass spectrometry and natural product discovery are only beginning to unearth 
the extensive combinatorial diversity of these modifications: As of February 2017, the 
Dictionary of Natural Products database contains over 190 unique phenazine derivatives, 
1,200 quinones, 1,600 naphthoquinones, and 2,200 anthraquinones (1). Although the growth 
of natural products databases has far outpaced our ability to empirically study the functions 
of these molecules, computational chemistry has shown progress in predicting their 
properties, such as reduction potential (4). We anticipate that a convergence of metabolomics 
and computational chemistry, together with the ongoing detailed study of select molecules 
such as phenazines, will implicate many of these redox-active natural products as ubiquitous 
and diverse EESs.
2.2. Phylogenetic Diversity
To predict which organisms may produce or utilize EESs, we may consider the phylogenetic 
distribution of genes used to produce or interact with known EESs. We might speculate that 
most organisms could shuttle electrons, because S. oneidensis and other species use common 
flavin cofactors (13, 40). However, it is unclear how many organisms may use flavins in a 
similar manner, so we will instead focus on more specialized natural products. As an 
example, we will see that biosynthetic clusters for phenazines are widespread, as is the redox 
transcription factor SoxR, which can sense phenazines.
2.2.1. Biosynthetic clusters—Bioinformatic tools (e.g., antiSMASH) are rapidly 
improving our ability to identify specific natural products (122). The authors of the 
Integrated Microbial Genomics–Atlas of Biosynthetic Gene Clusters (IMG-ABC) database 
showcased their toolkit with phenazines by identifying approximately 1,000 genomes that 
contained at least six of seven genes required for phenazine biosynthesis. These species 
included the well-known phenazine producers Streptomyces species and pseudomonads but 
also Alphaproteobacteria, Betaproteobacteria, and other Actinobacteria. It was suggested 
that a much wider set of species probably produce phenazines than previously thought and 
these new putative producers likely synthesize phenazines with novel chemical structures 
and biosynthetic pathways (51). As the accuracy of these types of bioinformatics tools 
advances, we may be able to predict an organism’s ability to make EESs from its genome 
with reasonable confidence.
2.2.2. SoxR redox sensors—One way to identify potential EES users is to search 
genomes for machinery that can sense them. Presently, the best-known example is the SoxR 
transcription factor. SoxR was originally studied in Escherichia coli for its role in 
upregulating the oxidative stress response upon exposure to superoxide-generating 
molecules. It was discovered that SoxR sensed redox-active molecules through an Fe-S 
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cluster bound by a unique cysteine motif, and its activation prompted sequence-specific 
binding and transcriptional activation (92). Studies outside of the Enterobacteriaceae then 
showed that SoxR did not upregulate the oxidative stress response in P. aeruginosa (82) and 
Streptomyces coelicolor (23) but that it responded to endogenous redox-active molecules 
(33, 108) and upregulated factors likely to be involved in their cycling. Comparative 
genomic analysis found that SoxR is widely distributed through the Bacteria, and it 
predicted that most organisms do not conform to the original E. coli oxidative stress 
paradigm (33).
Today, the IMG database contains approximately 15,000 bacterial genomes with high-
confidence SoxR homologs out of approximately 47,000 total bacterial genomes (14), 
approximately the same proportion as those genomes with the stress sigma factor RpoS. 
Figure 3 shows that SoxR homologs are present in 10 bacterial phyla and the most 
representatives occur in the orders of Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria (37, 69). Homologs 
can be found in the majority of Pseudomonadales (2,308 genomes) and Streptomycetales 
(402 genomes), which are well known for their production of natural (often redox-active) 
products. Strikingly, SoxR homologs have also been identified in the emerging and 
established pathogens of the genus Mycobacterium (approximately 400 genomes within the 
order Corynebacteriales), the agriculturally important Rhizobium (493 genomes) and 
Frankia (33 genomes), and recently discovered phyla (6 genomes). Whether these organisms 
use SoxR to sense endogenous EESs remains to be determined, but it suggests that they 
might sense exogenous EESs at a minimum. It is even possible that organisms could 
upregulate their own EES-processing machinery to “cheat,” analogous to organisms that 
steal exogenous siderophores (50).
Although the diversity of redox-active metabolites, biosynthetic clusters, and redox-sensing 
homologs satisfy important preconditions for potential widespread EES usage in the 
microbial world, the numbers we have presented come with two important caveats. First, not 
all secreted redox-active molecules can serve as EESs due to redox-potential constraints (see 
the sidebar titled How Does Redox Potential Define an EES?). Second, although we have 
good reason to think that SoxR is a robust predictor of an organism’s ability to sense EESs, 
it is just one of many possible transcription factors used to sense, modify, and transport 
small redox-active molecules (33, 100). Our bioinformatic analysis only suggests the 
potential for widespread production and usage of EESs in the microbial world, which we 
hope will stimulate experimental follow-up (see the sidebar titled How to Characterize a 
Putative EES).
3. COSTS OF EES BIOSYNTHESIS
At first glance, electron shuttles might appear expensive to produce, especially for a 
molecule that can be lost to diffusion or used by competitors in a microbial community. We 
discuss strategies for overcoming diffusive losses below, but here we wish to critically ask 
whether shuttles are “expensive.” Although a cell certainly loses carbon material by 
secreting a shuttle, the cost should not be compared to the energy that might be gained from 
fully oxidizing the shuttle to CO2. It is, after all, precisely the condition of oxidant limitation 
where EESs are important. In a microenvironment where organic carbon is abundant but 
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oxidants are limited or absent, there is essentially no opportunity cost to discarding carbon. 
Based on biosynthetic pathways, what is the cost of producing EESs?
All the known phenazine-producing bacteria use the same biosynthetic pathway, reviewed in 
detail elsewhere (9), in which two molecules of chorismate are modified and condensed to 
produce the core phenazine ring. Chorismate synthesis begins with two ATP equivalents and 
requires two additional ATP equivalents for completion (28), and so the core phenazine 
molecule requires a total of eight ATP. Some quinones require only a single ATP in their 
conversion from chorismate (28). Riboflavin synthesis requires only one ATP in its 
conversion from guanosine triphosphate (5), and including the precursors, its cost has been 
estimated at up to 25 ATP per molecule (75). For these representative examples, the energy 
required to synthesize a shuttle is on the order of 5–25 ATP per molecule. How does this 
compare to other cellular processes? In protein synthesis, the addition of a single amino acid 
to a nascent peptide chain requires an estimated 4.5–7.9 ATP per amino acid (3), whereas 
RNA transcription further requires one ATP equivalent per nucleotide. Thus, the 
biosynthetic proteins themselves may represent a significant portion of a shuttle’s cost. A 
quantitative analysis in Shewanella spp. illustrates that their endogenous shuttles, flavin 
derivatives, cost less than 0.1% of a cell’s energy budget to secrete at the concentration 
required to promote extracellular electron transfer (as low as 250 nM) (75).
The striking conclusion is that for a redox-limited microbial community, shuttle synthesis 
may pose only a minor metabolic cost. Furthermore, bacteria are known to carefully regulate 
production of secreted molecules. Xavier et al. (124) coined the term metabolic prudence to 
describe how P. aeruginosa specifically secretes carbon-rich rhamnolipids (used for 
swarming motility) when excess carbon is available and the cost of production is low. This 
regulation ensures that secreting cells are more fit than cheaters in competition experiments, 
because cost is minimized and the benefit of swarming remains high. Examples from P. 
aeruginosa and Salmonella typhimurium suggest that metabolic prudence is a broadly used 
strategy for regulating secretions under diverse nutritional conditions, such as iron, 
phosphate, or nitrogen limitation (44, 47). We expect that metabolically prudent regulation 
could further reduce the effective cost of EESs under oxidant limitation.
4. CELL BIOLOGY OF ELECTRON SHUTTLING
The biochemical reduction of EESs poses a unique topological challenge. Perhaps the best-
elucidated mechanism of extracellular electron transport (EET) occurs in S. oneidensis 
MR-1, which has been reviewed in detail elsewhere (13, 106). This organism uses the Mtr 
pathway, which is distinguished by a set of proteins that directly transfer electrons through 
the inner membrane, across the periplasm, and to the outside of the outer membrane where 
they directly reduce extracellular shuttles (Figure 4a). The reduction of quinone by NADH 
dehydrogenase can be accompanied by the translocation of up to four protons across the 
inner membrane (41), thus directly contributing to the proton motive force. In contrast, many 
other membrane-bound quinone reductases, such as succinate dehydrogenase or lactate 
dehydrogenase, are not known to translocate protons. Thus, the direct benefit of EET 
depends on the particular metabolism of a cell.
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In contrast to Shewanella systems, specific pathways of extracellular electron transfer in 
other systems, such as phenazine shuttling in P. aeruginosa, remain ambiguous. Recent work 
from our laboratory shows that cytoplasmic (flavo)proteins can catalyze phenazine reduction 
in P. aeruginosa (46). Specifically, the enzyme dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase enables 
phenazines to substitute for NAD+ in the pyruvate and α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase 
complexes. This activity may allow phenazines to promote ATP synthesis during glucose 
oxidation by increasing the flux through pyruvate dehydrogenase and acetate kinase (46) 
(Figure 4b). Similar findings have been observed in fermenting organisms, where the 
presence of humic substances or analogs increases the ratio of oxidized-to-reduced products 
(7), presumably increasing the ATP yield of fermentation.
The invocation of cytoplasmic EES reduction has interesting implications with respect to the 
proton motive force. Upon reduction, phenazines, quinones, and flavins take on two protons 
at circumneutral pH (Figure 2c). The subsequent secretion and oxidation of the reduced 
shuttle would therefore release those two protons outside the cell, essentially translocating 
two protons across the inner membrane (Figure 4b). If this shuttle does not require active 
transport into or out of the cell, redox cycling of a shuttle could drive the generation of a 
proton motive force. Conversely, shuttles that accept electrons from the cytoplasmic face of 
NADH dehydrogenase, such as the artificial compound paraquat, might consume the proton 
motive force (18) (Figure 4c). Although progress is being made on phenazine transport 
systems (100), where different phenazines are reduced, how their intracellular reactivity is 
controlled and how they enter the appropriate efflux pump machinery remain open 
questions. The take-away message is that the subcellular localization of shuttle reduction 
greatly influences the energy that can be conserved, and we expect that future work will 
elucidate new and interesting mechanisms to accompany the Mtr system.
Finally, although we have focused here on the mechanisms of EES reduction, extracellular 
electron transfer entails a more subtle point with respect to the terminal electron acceptor. 
The reduction potential of minerals, and the kinetics of their reduction by shuttles (120), 
depends strongly on pH, and so the free energy available to a cell necessarily depends on its 
microenvironment. Moreover, mineral reduction is accompanied by alkalization (Figure 4c), 
which further inhibits the available free energy and may even negatively affect the proton 
motive force if it happens close to the cell. From the perspective of the cell, the energy that 
can be conserved via electron shuttling may depend on the pH-buffering capacity of its 
environment and the rate of proton diffusion.
5. EESs IN THE EXTRACELLULAR ENVIRONMENT
In addition to defining the constraints that shape intracellular EES biosynthesis and 
processing, what is central to any predictive understanding of EES usage is knowledge of 
what happens to EESs once they leave the cell. Because most bacteria live in biofilms (81, 
112), we will consider the extracellular environment to be a self-produced matrix of 
extracellular polymeric substances (EPSs) and water. Here, we explore under what 
conditions EESs can be efficiently recycled.
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5.1. Shuttle Diffusion
Secreted metabolites diffuse down their concentration gradients away from the cells that 
produce them. In the environment, losses to diffusion could limit the effectiveness of EESs 
as a metabolic strategy. Moreover, it is unclear whether diffusion alone provides sufficient 
electron transfer rates to support metabolism. However, two studies have shown that 
diffusion is theoretically fast enough to explain EES-supported metabolism in a closed 
system (64, 89). In a diffusion model, the flux of reduced EESs away from cells (Jred) and 
towards the electron acceptor is driven by the concentration gradient that forms as cells 
reduce EESs. Simultaneously, the concentration gradient of oxidized EESs drives flux (Jox) 
back to the cells that use EESs to run their metabolism (Figure 5a). To model an oxygen-
limited P. aeruginosa biofilm (73, 77, 79, 87), we adapted a simple model of three-
dimensional diffusion comprising an inner sphere of anoxic cells that shuttles electrons to an 
outer shell of electron acceptors (Figure 5c). Using realistic values of phenazine diffusion 
coefficients (approximately 10−9–10−10 m2/s) and concentrations (1–100 µM), the model 
produces redox gradients that can theoretically drive sufficient flux of oxidized EESs to 
support survival (Figure 5d), assuming a conservative estimate of the minimum energy 
needed to survive (32, 45, 64). Importantly, this model predicts that EESs are a viable 
strategy over a wide range of concentrations and/or diffusion coefficients (Figure 5d). 
Therefore, in an ideal scenario where EESs are not lost to the environment, we expect that 
diffusion alone is sufficient to support EES-mediated survival.
5.2. Electron Hopping as an Alternative to Shuttle Diffusion
In a more realistic open system, where EESs can be lost or degraded, what strategies might 
facilitate efficient EES cycling? An attractive mechanism that might prevent EES loss and 
facilitate fast electron transfer is electron hopping between EESs bound in the biofilm matrix 
(Figure 5b) (12, 89). The flux of hopping electrons from the cells to the acceptor is driven by 
the concentration gradient of electrons (i.e., redox gradient) (110). In this scenario, EESs are 
bound within the extracellular matrix, and electrons propagate from cells to the terminal 
metabolic electron acceptor (e.g., O2) by sequential electron transfer reactions among the 
EESs, allowing EES retention and reuse (Figure 5b). Hopping steps (khop) are expected to 
happen rapidly compared to shuttle diffusion (D) (99, 118).
Significant theoretical and experimental work has already been done to describe electron 
hopping in electrode-grown biofilms of Geobacter sulfurreducens. Such biofilms, which can 
exceed tens of microns in thickness, utilize the underlying electrode, poised at a sufficient 
oxidizing potential, as the terminal metabolic acceptor. Cells not in direct contact with the 
electrode can transport their respired electrons to the electrode via hopping through a 
proposed network of c-type cytochromes as opposed to EESs. This model is supported 
experimentally by measurements of biofilm electrical conductivity (12, 88, 97, 110, 113, 
126–128). Much of the theory comes from models of synthetic redox polymers and proteins 
that contain bound redox cofactors (10, 12, 49, 91, 114). This work provides a proof of 
principle that motivates experiments to test for electron hopping in other biofilms where 
EESs may dominate extracellular electron transfer.
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5.3. Evolutionary Strategies that Maintain EESs in Open Environments
Regardless of the electron transfer mechanism, sufficient concentrations of EESs must be 
maintained for viability. What strategies do microbes take in producing and maintaining 
public goods in open environments with competing organisms? We view EESs as public 
goods because they are secreted molecules that benefit nearby individuals as well as the 
producer cell (123). Kin selection theory posits that public goods production can evolve 
when individuals’ actions increase not only their own reproductive success but also the 
success of genetically related individuals (123). Microbes are therefore more likely to 
produce public goods when they are highly related to their neighbors, the direct and indirect 
benefits are high, and the cost of production is low (78). Moreover, the molecular properties 
of a public good may minimize cheating by other community members.
In this context, it makes sense that EESs would be regulated by quorum-sensing (QS) 
molecules, signals that direct population behaviors when cell numbers are high. QS 
molecules can provide cells with information on nearby relatives and diffusion conditions 
(53). By dividing quickly and producing an extracellular matrix, many bacteria can establish 
highly related microcolonies that favor the evolution of public goods (78). Laboratory 
studies show that producers of the siderophore pyoverdin outcompete nonproducer mutants 
when populations are highly related but not when strains are mixed (34, 50). Because QS 
molecules are secreted into the environment and subject to diffusion, they enable cells to 
distinguish between closed and open systems (96). A good example of QS regulation of EES 
production can be found in how Pseudomonas species regulate phenazine production (31).
Other strategies that can facilitate the viability of EES utilization relate to mechanisms of 
privatization, such as physical retention or a requirement for special machinery to utilize the 
secreted molecule (123). Physical retention can be achieved via noncovalent interactions 
between small molecule and biofilm components, which in the case of EESs could 
conceivably also provide a scaffold for electron hopping. Marine microbes that retain 
siderophores by embedding them in the outer membrane with lipophilic side chains (67) 
provide an example of selective retention of a secreted metabolite near producing cells. 
However, other chemical mechanisms, such as electrostatic attraction between EESs and 
specific components of a biofilm matrix, may facilitate retention. This may help rationalize 
coregulation of EESs and EPSs, as in the case of phenazines, eDNA, and particular types of 
EPSs (25, 26, 32). Discrimination can be achieved with highly specific receptors for 
siderophores and QS molecules that enable the uptake of their secreted products only by 
producers (80, 103, 123). Another strategy is to make the public goods themselves toxic, 
which requires specialized detoxification systems (102). Interestingly, many EESs were first 
identified as antibiotics (24, 93), and special proteins are required to deal with their toxic 
byproducts (52).
6. OUTLOOK
This is an exciting time to care about microbes that change color. The explosion of 
computational platforms that can predict structures and properties of natural products, 
combined with the exponential growth of genomic databases, is ushering in a golden age for 
EES discovery. Based on these databases, and lessons learned from experimental systems 
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where redox-active pigment production and utilization have been well documented, the 
available evidence suggests that EESs are likely to be widespread and play underappreciated 
roles in the physiology of diverse microbes.
Going forward, it will be important to prioritize systematic screens to test for EES 
production and usage. Above, the first sidebar (How to Characterize a Putative EES) 
provides an example of how one can approach this, but innovations that would enable high-
throughput screens are needed to stimulate the search process. Although such technologies 
could be developed by individual laboratories at universities, an opportunity for efficient 
scale-up exists if national laboratories that are interested in metabolomics, such as the Joint 
Genome Institute (6, 14, 107), were to take on this challenge. The creation of pipelines to 
interface metabolomics with complementary bioinformatics and physiological screens would 
greatly accelerate EES discovery. In our view, the identification of genetically tractable, 
EES-producing microbes should be a priority for future research. Genetically tractable 
systems are now more achievable than ever before (17, 84); thus, the isolation of EES-
producing or -utilizing microbes has the potential to quickly reach a mechanistic level of 
understanding.
Identification of machinery that senses and processes EESs across diverse microorganisms 
will permit the type of comparative analysis needed to enable general principles to be 
resolved. For example, the better we understand the conservation of EES transporters or 
sensors, the more confidently we will be able to scan genomes to predict EES production or 
usage by new isolates. In this way, we will be able to learn whether the strategies that govern 
EES cycling by the handful of organisms that have been studied in detail to date represent 
special cases or broader paradigms. Metabolic strategies generally fall into a limited number 
of categories that are viable for cells; thus, it will be exciting to discover the range of 
strategies that can be used by organisms that employ EES for energy generation and other 
purposes.
We close by noting that much of what we understand about microbial metabolism springs 
from research that has been done when nutrients are replete. Yet, microbial existence in the 
natural world is usually limited by a variety of substrates (8), and it is in this context that we 
believe EESs will prove to be broadly important. Not only can EESs enable energy 
generation in oxidant-limited biofilms, which are ubiquitous (81, 112), but the broader 
reactivity of EESs can impact the fate and transport of pollutants in soils and sediments (60–
62). From both fundamental and applied viewpoints, a comprehensive understanding of EES 
production, sensing, and utilization thus stands to improve our ability to rationalize and 
control the composition and activities of microbial communities across a variety of natural, 
engineered, and clinical environments.
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Glossary
Extracellular electron shuttle (EES)
self-produced small molecule that accepts metabolic electrons and donates them to 
extracellular electron acceptors
Biosynthetic cluster
an organized set of genes that encodes enzymes that produce specific metabolites
Redox gradient
a concentration gradient of electrons across a field of redox-active molecules
Public goods
secreted molecules that benefit nearby individuals that did not originally produce the 
molecules
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HOW TO CHARACTERIZE A PUTATIVE EES
What criteria establish that a molecule functions as an EES? Based on our definition, the 
molecule must facilitate extracellular electron transfer, undergo multiple redox cycles, 
and provide a physiological benefit to its producer via cycling. The following steps can 
be used to determine whether a particular secreted metabolite is an EES.
■ Find a tractable extracellular electron transfer phenotype and implicate a 
soluble EES. Quantifiable extracellular electron transfer phenotypes can be 
detected in assays with minerals (40, 54), electrodes (35, 45, 119), or soluble 
electron acceptors (65, 93). Secreted EESs can be implicated by 
demonstrating electron acceptor reduction in the absence of direct cell 
contact using different strategies, such as separation by agar, permeable 
membranes, glass frits, or compartments in microfluidic devices.
■ Isolate and characterize the EES molecule. Once an EES phenotype is 
established, the responsible molecule can be purified using chromatography 
and other standard separation methods from organic chemistry. Its spectral 
properties and redox potential can then be measured using different types of 
spectroscopy (ultraviolet-visible, electron paramagnetic resonance) and cyclic 
voltammetry, respectively (e.g., 39, 104, 120).
■ Genetically inhibit EES biosynthesis. Because EESs are not essential under 
all conditions, it is possible to isolate mutants defective in their production. 
Such mutants can offer insights into EES biosynthesis, regulation, and even 
cycling mechanisms (e.g., 30, 90, 119). Control over EES production, which 
is enabled by mutant strains, is necessary to rigorously determine the 
physiological benefits of an EES.
■ Measure EES turnover. EES uptake and reduction can be quantified using 
biosynthetic mutants in the presence of a defined EES concentration and 
oxidant (e.g., 119). The molecule can be defined as an EES if it enables a 
superstoichiometric reaction with the distal electron acceptor.
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HOW DOES REDOX POTENTIAL DEFINE AN EES?
The essence of a shuttle is summarized by its midpoint reduction potential, a broad 
generalization of a compound’s ability to act as electron acceptor or donor. To avoid 
misusing this parameter, one must remain cognizant that it is descriptive of standard 
conditions for reactions heading toward thermodynamic equilibrium, conditions that 
rarely describe biological systems. Importantly, many redox reactions involve proton 
exchange, and so the true reduction potential depends on the environmental pH. A 
distinction must also be drawn between the one- and two-electron potentials of a shuttle, 
which can vary by hundreds of millivolts; this difference has even been exploited by 
some microorganisms to drive the reduction of low-potential acceptors in a process 
known as electron bifurcation (56, 70). Moreover, the reduction potential says nothing 
about the kinetics or chemical sensibility of the reaction. A striking example of this 
distinction is the thermodynamic favorability of biological nitrogen fixation (2), a process 
that nonetheless requires catalysis and energy input to proceed at rates that support life. 
Conversely, the artificial redox cycling drug paraquat has a midpoint potential below that 
of most intracellular donors, rendering paraquat reduction thermodynamically 
unfavorable under standard conditions; even so, the paraquat radical reacts with oxygen 
at a rate that is nearly diffusion limited (36), allowing paraquat to drive redox cycling 
under biological conditions. And so, although a shuttle’s reduction potential is a core 
physical parameter that captures the essence of redox cycling, it must be carefully 
considered with respect to environmental conditions, reaction kinetics, and other 
chemical properties. A rigorous quantitative prediction of these effects remains an 
ongoing challenge, but further advancements will undoubtedly enrich the already 
informative natural products databases.
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Figure 1. 
The colorful microbial world: The Scream rendered in bacteria. Black bacteria are 
Chromobacterium violaceum, and white bacteria are Staphylococcus epidermidis. Others are 
a mix of Micrococcus luteus (yellow) and unidentified pink and orange strains from different 
environmental samples. Reproduced courtesy of Tomislav Ivankovic, University of Zagreb, 
Croatia.
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Figure 2. 
General concept and structures of representative extracellular electron shuttles (EESs). (a) 
Action at a distance. Cells can transfer electrons to small molecules, which then transfer 
these electrons to distant extracellular acceptors. (b) Redox-active pigment production by 
Streptomyces coelicolor, including actinorhodin, whose structure is shown below. (c) One 
molecule, four colors. The color of pyocyanin depends on both pH and reduction potential. 
The tubes pictured each contain approximately 200-µM pyocyanin in water. The radical and 
fully reduced forms can be prepared by titrating pyocyanin with sodium dithionite, 
producing an immediate and stunning color change. Note that “e−” represents a single- or 
multiple-electron transfer reaction, depending on the particular EES.
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Figure 3. 
Phylogenetic distribution of SoxR, a transcription factor that senses redox-active 
metabolites. The phylogenetic tree shows all bacterial orders containing at least one genome 
with a SoxR homolog in the Integrated Microbial Genomes database [SoxR TIGRfam 01950 
(14)]. The gray bars represent the percentage of genomes from each order that contain SoxR, 
with the number of SoxR-containing genomes over the total listed on the right. The tree was 
generated using the National Center for Biotechnology Information taxonomic classification 
with the Phylogenetic Tree Generator and Interactive Tree of Life (37, 69). Phyla: ❶ 
Actinobacteria, ❷ Firmicutes, ❸ Chloroflexi, ❹ Cyanobacteria, ❺ Deinococcus, ❻ 
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Proteobacteria, ❼ Planctomycetes, ❽ Verrucomicrobia, ❾ Bacteroidetes, ❿ 
Acidobacteria.
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Figure 4. 
The topology of electron shuttle reduction (white hexagons) and oxidation (blue hexagons). 
For simplicity, we show only single electrons and protons without considering the 
stoichiometry of individual reactions. (a) The Mtr system in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1. 
Shuttles are reduced extracellularly and do not need to reenter the cell. (b) A model of 
phenazine reduction in Pseudomonas aeruginosa that allows for energy conservation by 
electron shuttling. By substituting for NAD+ in the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDH), 
phenazines enable the synthesis of acetyl-CoA, which can drive ATP synthesis through the 
enzymes phosphate transacetylase and acetate kinase (45, 46). Efflux of reduced phenazines 
by MexGHI-OpmD (100) may be coupled to proton translocation. (c) A condition where 
electron shuttling is costly. Operating the NADH dehydrogenase in reverse can consume the 
proton motive force to drive paraquat reduction (18). Extracellular reduction of some 
minerals, such as Fe(OH)3, can alkalize the medium, possibly depleting the proton motive 
force further and causing pH stress for the cell.
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Figure 5. 
Mechanisms of electron transfer by extracellular electron shuttles (EESs). (a) Diffusion only. 
The reduced EES can diffuse down its concentration gradient to an electron acceptor, 
whereas the oxidized form simultaneously returns along its own concentration gradient. At 
steady state (∂c/∂t = 0), the concentration gradients are linear in this closed, one-dimensional 
system. (b) The self-exchange rate (khop) allows electrons to hop between oxidized and 
reduced EESs. If khop is significantly faster than the rate of diffusion, electron hopping will 
accelerate the apparent diffusion of electrons. EES diffusion can also co-occur. (c) In three 
dimensions, with an inner sphere of cells and an outer sphere of electron acceptor, the 
concentration gradient at steady state is nonlinear. The gradient is steeper near the inner 
sphere, allowing for higher flux than in the one-dimensional case. (d) Results of a closed, 
steady-state model of EES diffusion in three dimensions, with different EES concentrations 
and diffusion coefficients. The results were obtained by solving for the concentration profile 
at steady state (∂c/∂t = 0) and applying Fick’s first law [J = −D (∂c/∂r)] to obtain 
. The number in each box corresponds to the 
modeled flux of oxidized EES (J evaluated at r = rmin) through the surface area (Amin) of the 
inner sphere, in units of molecules per second. Green indicates regions where diffusion can 
account for the minimum flux needed for cells to survive, and tan indicates regions where 
diffusion is too slow. The number of molecules per second needed to support the inner 
sphere with volume Vmin was calculated to be 1.5 × 107 based on published parameters for 
Mmin, the minimum energy required for survival in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (64). The inner 
sphere radius was rmin = 10 µm, and the outer sphere radius was rmax = 100 µm. For 
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simplicity, we have taken the diffusion constants of the oxidized and reduced EES (Dred and 
Dox) to be equivalent, and the rates of EES reduction and oxidation (kred and kox) to be 
instant. Representative aqueous diffusion coefficients spanning a range of biomolecular 
structures, pyocyanin, cytochrome c, 250-bp DNA, and a large virus are listed below the plot 
for comparison (29, 73, 77, 79).
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